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Executive Summary

N

ew private financing options for higher education are becoming more popular every year.
Products that take into account nontraditional lending factors, such as Alternative Finance (AltFinance),
or that attempt to predict a student’s future income
with income-share agreements (ISAs), provide an
additional layer of transparency to students and their
families with value for money calculations. However,
with AltFinance, which prices loans based on a student’s perceived likelihood of repayment, and ISAs, in

which an investor obtains repayment based on a student’s future income, the risk of Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) claims is significant. Based on prior
research, some of the best graduation rates and future
income predictors may disproportionately affect—or
have a disparate impact on—protected classes of people. As AltFinance lenders and ISA investors consider
these issues, maintaining accurate data to support the
business necessity and manifest relationship defense
to an ECOA claim is important.

Disclosure
The authors represent numerous businesses offering ISAs or similar structures to both students and consumers. The views and opinions expressed
here are the authors’. They do not represent an official position of Nelson
Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP or any of the firm’s clients. This is not
a complete legal analysis of these issues and should not be treated as the
legal advice of Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP. You should consult with your legal counsel on any issues touching on those discussed.
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Pricing Without Discrimination:
Alternative Student Loan Pricing,
Income-Share Agreements, and
the Equal Credit Opportunity Act
This paper is the fifth in a series examining private financing in higher education from a number of perspectives.

W

ith the increasing costs of postsecondary
education and resulting growth in student
debt nationwide, students are seeking new and innovative ways to fund their education, and lenders and
investors are seeking new and innovative ways to
more accurately price student loans and other forms
of student financing. Recently, lenders and investors
have developed several innovative student finance
products that diverge significantly from traditional
student lending.
Rather than provide a fixed amount of funding at
a predetermined rate based on traditional considerations of credit history and creditworthiness, these
alternative financing sources look to factors that may
be better predictors of students’ success and, in turn,
their likelihood and ability to repay.1
Several alternative finance (AltFinance) companies
have developed new methods for evaluating a borrower’s ability and likelihood of repaying a loan. While
still making loans, these companies, including Common Bond, SoFi, and Zero Bound, use more complex
scoring algorithms for credit decisions and purport to
reduce the fees and penalties associated with certain
traditional loans.
Going a step further, companies such as Upstart
take into account alternative underwriting factors,
such as school of attendance, grades, major, and job
history. The risk of nonrepayment is still on the student in the AltFinance model, but the pricing of the

loan is, in theory, more indicative of the risk of default
and likelihood of repayment by the student.
Taking the AltFinance concept a step further, a number of companies now offer income-share agreements
(ISAs). ISAs are innovative financial instruments for
privately funding education. Depending on their structure, ISAs may act as a hybrid of an equity investment
agreement and a purchase-sale agreement, creating an
opportunity for individuals to raise capital for themselves in the form of “equity” rather than debt.
Once students graduate, they pay a percentage of
their income for an established period of time. This
repayment obligation percentage varies somewhat,
and the amount that the investor is willing to invest
varies. Unlike a loan in which the student has an absolute obligation to repay the principal plus an interest
rate, the ISA ties the interests of the investor to the
student. The payments due to the investor vary as the
student’s future income rises or falls.
Therefore, it is in the investor’s best interest to
accurately gauge both the likelihood of the student
completing the degree and course of study and the
student’s future earnings potential. See Table 1 for a
comparison of the features of common public- and
private-financing options students can use to fund
their education.
Inherent in the AltFinance and ISA models is the
need for the investor to predict the student’s future success, which raises questions regarding the application
2
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Table 1. Comparison of Student Finance Models

Finance Type
Stafford/Perkins
Loan

Considers
Considers
Student and
Credit History Parent Need

Considers
Institution, GPA, SAT
Scores, and Other
Nonfinancial Factors

Financing Party Bears Some
Risk for Accurate Prediction
of Future Income and Ability
to Repay

No

Yes

No

No

Yes, Limited

No

No

No

Private Student
Loan

Yes

No

No

No

AltFinance
Lenders

Yes

No

Yes

No

Maybe

No

Yes

Yes

Parent PLUS
Loan

Income-Share
Agreements
Source: The authors.

of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), particularly those provisions relating to the disparate treatment of protected classes of individuals. AltFinance
lenders and ISA investors are presented with a unique
challenge. For both, these nontraditional underwriting
factors are untested in legal cases.
The challenges to ISA investors are twofold. In
addition to the underwriting criteria challenges, it is
unclear how courts will treat ISAs and whether ISAs
will be treated as debt or equity for purposes of a variety of statutes, including the ECOA.2 Prior research
has examined many factors that are highly predictive
of graduation and future earnings.
To the extent the ECOA applies, AltFinance lenders and ISA investors must exercise caution in deploying these selection and pricing criteria so as to avoid
discrimination against groups the ECOA protects.
As this paper explains, some of the best graduation
and future income predictors may disproportionately
affect protected classes of people.
This report first examines the ECOA’s analytical framework. Next, it analyzes the factors used to
determine the price and availability of credit and the
influence the ECOA exerts on traditional lenders.
Third, it details the factors that determine loan repayments and the ECOA risks associated with traditional
student lending.

In this analysis, the paper examines the best predictors of future earnings and ECOA risks presented
by consideration of those factors. From this point, the
paper will examine the defenses available to lenders,
addressing the likelihood that ISA investors will need
to invoke the business necessity and manifest relationship doctrines to defend underwriting decisions.
The report concludes by addressing the unique interaction of the ISA model with the ECOA.

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act
The ECOA stands as one of the most significant pieces
of antidiscrimination legislation in the United States.
Although it has evolved over time, it generally prohibits any lender from discriminating against individuals
either in credit availability or pricing when such discrimination is based on an individual belonging to a
protected class. At its core, the ECOA seeks to level
the playing field so that borrowers are judged solely
on their creditworthiness.
Background and Prohibitions on Conduct.
Before the ECOA was enacted in 1974, creditors routinely rejected applicants for credit, based on inaccurate stereotypes about women, divorcees, and racial
3
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minorities.3 To remedy these problems, Congress
passed the ECOA in 1974. The ECOA’s original version
banned discrimination in the extension of credit on
the basis of sex or marital status. In 1976, the ECOA
was expanded to prohibit discrimination on other
grounds, including race, color, religion, national origin, age, the receipt of public assistance income, and
the good faith exercise of any right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act.4
Ultimately, the implementing regulations for the
ECOA were authored by the Federal Reserve Board
and enrolled as Regulation B.5 The Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
of 2010 (Dodd-Frank) transferred this authority to
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB).
Dodd-Frank not only granted rulemaking authority
under the ECOA to the CFPB but also, with respect
to entities under its jurisdiction, granted authority to
the CFPB to enforce compliance with the ECOA and
its implementing regulations.6
Beyond the additional rulemaking authority granted
to the CFPB, additional resources have been allocated
in the Department of Justice for the prosecution of
claims under the ECOA. For example, the Department
of Justice now has a dedicated Fair Lending Unit in the
Civil Rights Division.7

information that may be used in connection with
discrimination on a prohibited basis. To this end,
the regulation addresses taking, evaluating, and acting on applications and furnishing and maintaining
credit information.
Theories of Liability. Although observers have
recently debated the subject, regulators have long recognized that the ECOA has two principal theories of
liability: disparate treatment and disparate impact.10
Disparate treatment occurs when a creditor treats an
applicant differently based on a prohibited basis such
as race or national origin.11
Cases nationwide establish that disparate treatment ranges from overt discrimination to more subtle
disparities in treatment. Disparate treatment claims
can be based on subtle differences in treatment, but
they all involve a policy or practice that treats one
class of borrower (or prospective borrower) differently than another in a protected class.
A disparate treatment claim “does not require any
showing that the treatment was motivated by prejudice or a conscious intention to discriminate against
a person beyond the difference in treatment itself.”12
The disparate treatment may be overt, in which a
lender expressly considers prohibited factors, or comparative, in which a borrower is treated differently on
the basis of a prohibited factor.13
The two questions that courts will consider are
whether the treatment of the individual in the protected class was different than the other individual
and whether the different treatment is explainable by
a nondiscriminatory factor. The law does not require a
showing of intent but does require that the difference
in treatment be on the basis of a protected factor.
Disparate impact (the subject of this analysis),
on the other hand, occurs when a creditor employs
facially neutral policies or practices that have an
adverse effect or impact on a member of a protected
class. Although regulators have taken the position that
the ECOA encompasses the disparate impact concept, different courts, trial-level courts, and commentators have taken different positions regarding this
theory of liability. To date, the United States Supreme
Court has not weighed in on this issue. Nevertheless,

Application. The ECOA and Regulation B apply to
all persons who, in the ordinary course of business,
regularly participate in a credit decision, including
setting the terms of the credit. The term “creditor”
includes a creditor’s assignee, transferee, or subrogee
who so participates.8 The ECOA prohibitions apply to
every aspect of an applicant’s dealings with a creditor, including an application for credit or an existing
extension of credit; investigation procedures; standards of creditworthiness; terms of credit; furnishing
of credit information; revocation, alteration, or termination of credit; and collection procedures.9
To prevent discrimination in the credit-granting
process, Regulation B imposes a delicate balance
between (1) the creditor’s need to know as much
as possible about a prospective borrower and
(2) the borrower’s right not to disclose information irrelevant to the credit transaction or relevant
4
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the Court’s ruling in Texas Department of Housing and
Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project,
Inc. provides guidance.14
In the Inclusive Communities case, the Court concluded that disparate impact is an appropriate theory
of liability for Fair Housing Act (FHA) claims. Tellingly, the Court notes that “antidiscrimination laws
must be construed to encompass disparate-impact
claims when their text refers to the consequences
of actions and not just to the mindset of actors, and
where that interpretation is consistent with statutory
purpose.”15 Congress expressly notes the effects test
as a variable to consider regarding ECOA claims.16
Nearly every circuit court of appeals to take up the
issue has determined that a disparate impact claim is
cognizable under the ECOA.17
Under a disparate impact analysis, the policies or
practices will be found to violate the ECOA unless
they meet a legitimate business need that cannot
reasonably be achieved by means that are less disparate in their impact.18 The disparate impact test is the
most controversial of the various ECOA standards
because the challenged policies or practices appear
facially neutral but have a “disproportionate adverse
impact on applicants from a group protected against
discrimination.”19
Regarding disparate treatment claims, “evidence
of discriminatory intent is not necessary to establish
that a policy or practice adopted or implemented by
a lender that has a disparate impact is in violation of
ECOA.”20 Although a disparate impact analysis hinges
on how a particular policy operates with respect to
those affected by it, “the single fact that a policy or
practice creates a disparity on a prohibited basis is not
alone proof of a violation.”21 Even when the policy or
practice creates a disparate impact against an affected
class, no claim will lie “where the policy or practice
is justified by ‘business necessity’ and there is no less
discriminatory alternative.”22

credit-evaluation systems, which may rely on loan
officers’ subjective evaluation, and credit-scoring systems that are empirically derived and demonstrably
and statistically sound.23
To combat potential fair-lending claims under
the ECOA, businesses look to the automated
credit-scoring systems to price credit. As noted by
the Federal Reserve Board, “some observers maintain
that reliance on automated credit-evaluation systems
such as credit-scoring serves to reduce the potential
for discrimination in lending because the automated
nature of the process reduces the potential for bias to
influence lending outcomes.”24
As the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas explained,
“FICO scores are the best known and most widely
used consumer credit scores in the United States.”25
In the 1950s, Fair Isaac Corporation developed a
credit-scoring model26 that “applies quantitative
algorithms to the aggregated credit data to calculate a
credit score for a consumer.”27 The aggregated credit
data consists of “information reported by banks,
credit card companies, mortgagees, and other lenders regarding a consumer’s borrowing and repayment
history.”28 These number ranging from 300 to 850, in
theory, represent an estimate of a consumer’s creditworthiness and credit risk.29
As the Federal Reserve Board notes, “relatively little research has been undertaken to assess the potential disparate impact of credit scoring.”30 However,
Fair Isaac Corporation conducted a large study of
potential disparate impact in credit-scoring models
in 1997.31 The study compared 800,000 credit reports
grouped into two classes of reports: an early report
(the predictive report) and a subsequent report (the
performance report).
The data Fair Isaac Corporation presented indicated that a given FICO score accurately predicts the
likelihood of bad credit events occurring, including
consumers becoming 90 days or more delinquent on a
credit account, and consumers filing for bankruptcy.32
The study revealed that the variables Fair Isaac Corporation used were, in fact, predictive of future credit
performance.33
Other studies, however, have called into question
the predictive validity of credit-scoring systems. In

Business Response to Fair Lending Claims
The Federal Reserve’s Regulation B notes two broad
types of credit evaluation: traditional judgmental
5
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fact, a review of more than 500,000 consumer credit
files by the Consumer Federation of America and the
National Credit Reporting Association found that
29 percent of consumers had credit scores that differed by at least 50 points between credit bureaus,
while 4 percent had scores that differed by at least
100 points.34

While scoring-based models eliminate a user’s
ability to inject bias into the scoring system, the models do not guarantee that the scoring criteria will not
disparately affect a protected class. Even when a given
lender has relied on a computerized credit-scoring
model to ensure compliance with governmental regulations, the lender may be forced to defend the underlying criteria used to generate the credit score.

Certain variables may
be highly predictive
of repayment for
nonprotected classes,
but the lack of these
factors may tend to
exclude members
of protected classes.

Risk Analysis in Education Lending
From 2005 to 2015, the real amount of educational
debt American households owed “more than doubled,
from about $450 billion to more than $1.1 trillion.”37
Student loan debt now surpasses credit card debt as
the single-largest class of non-home mortgage consumer debt.38 In 2010, the percentage of high school
graduates going directly to college hit 62.5 percent
nationally.39 This participation rate is down slightly
from 2008 (63.3 percent—the high mark), but well
above prerecession levels of 55.7 percent in 2004.40
As the cost of postsecondary education has
increased, student loans, and more often private student loans, now comprise a larger portion of college
financial aid packages than scholarships and grants.41
While federal loan programs are generally available
to all students, regardless of their credit risk factors, underwriting private student loans involves a
lender’s analysis of a student’s credit risk.42 The ability to obtain a private student loan, the cost of the private student loan, and whether a student requires a
cosigner will all be determined by the lender based on
the lender’s perceived risk.43
Student lenders need appropriate means to measure the risk of this huge class of debt. However,
the most predominant credit risk evaluation tool in
consumer lending is still the credit-scoring system.
Because the system focuses on an individual’s past
credit performance—and uses this as a predictor for
future behavior—the system is inherently limited
regarding younger borrowers and those without significant credit history.
Nonetheless, research conducted on student lending has found that an individual’s credit score has a

However, even if the factors considered in a scoring
model are predictive, that does not mean that they do
not violate the ECOA. Critics of credit-scoring models have noted that “even [where] the creditor faithfully relies on his available data, the derived scores
may not be correct predictors of creditworthiness for
members of protected classes.”35 Certain variables
may be highly predictive of repayment for nonprotected classes, but the lack of these factors may tend
to exclude members of protected classes.
For example, although home ownership may be a
good indicator that a given applicant is a good risk,
holding financial ability constant, more white men will
have acquired ownership of personal residences than
women or minorities. As a result, home ownership
probably identifies a larger proportion of financially
responsible white men than financially responsible
women and minorities.36
6
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Table 2. Credit Score as Predictive of Student Loan Delinquency Rate
Credit Score (Measured
Before Leaving School)

Average Student Loan Balance

Delinquency Rate

270–499

$18,927

59.2%

500–599

$22,504

30.1%

600–679

$23,704

17.5%

680–729

$27,454

9.0%

730–900

$25,540

4.1%

Missing Score

$11,372

34.1%

Note: “Delinquency” was defined in this study as a borrower who was at least 120 days past due on making a payment during the first
five years of the repayment term of a student loan. The credit score used in this analysis is the TransRisk AM Score, not the FICO, and it
ranges from 270 to 900 points.
Source: Alvaro Mezza and Kamila Somner, “A Trillion Dollar Question: What Predicts Student Loan Delinquency Risk?,” Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, October 16, 2015.

strong predictive value of the likelihood that the student will repay her or his student loans in the future.
Table 2 portrays the relationship between credit score
and student debt repayment.
However, Mezza and Somner also found that
other factors were highly predictive of an individual’s likelihood to repay her or his student loan obligations following graduation. The study concluded
that the student’s highest degree and whether
the student attended a for-profit or not-for-profit

institution were predictive of future payment (as
displayed in Table 3).44
While the Mezza and Somner study found each of
these three factors to be predictive of future default
rates, the only variable found not predictive is the
total dollar sum of student debt.45
A 2009 study in Journal of Student Financial Aid
sought to summarize all available research on the
best predictors of student loan default.46 The study
found that institutional characteristics, race, age,

Table 3. Other Factors Predictive of Delinquency Rate
Maximum Degree Obtained

Average Student Loan Balance

Delinquency Rate

No Degree

$12,524

43.5%

Certificate or Associate’s Degree

$12,307

22.8%

Bachelor’s Degree

$24,133

11.1%

Master’s or Above

$48,260

6.8%

Delinquency Rate, with Degree

Delinquency Rate, with No Degree

Public Four Year

10.3 %

40.9%

Public Two Year

16.6 %

46.4%

Private Four Year (Not-For-Profit)

11.6 %

32.8%

Private (For-Profit)

26.5 %

54.3%

Sector Type

Notes: “Delinquency” was similarly defined as above. The terms “with degree” and “with no degree” represent whether the student
completed the course of study and earned a degree from the identified institution.
Source: Alvaro Mezza and Kamila Somner, “A Trillion Dollar Question: What Predicts Student Loan Delinquency Risk?,” Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, October 16, 2015.
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socioeconomic indicators, collegiate experiences,
educational history, and student involvement in and
knowledge regarding the financial aid system were
all predictive of student loan default. Conversely,
the study found that gender, debt attributed to graduate education, program of study, and amount and
type of student aid had little correlation to student
default rates.47
A review of these factors shows that with education lending, lenders can focus on many different
variables—both prohibited and permitted—in accurately predicting the likelihood of students repaying
their educational debts. For a comprehensive list of
factors, see Appendix A.

on certain federal student loans during a particular
federal fiscal year. The higher a school’s cohort rate,
the more likely the student is to receive disproportionately higher interest rates as well as add-on fees.
Sallie Mae knows that a disproportionate number of schools with high minority populations have
higher cohort rates than compared with the cohort
rates of schools without high minority populations.
Using the school a student attends as a factor in
underwriting often results in minority students
being charged an unjustified interest rate and/or fees
simply because of the school the student attends.
Despite this knowledge, Sallie Mae continues to use
this factor in underwriting its loans.50

Sallie Mae sought the dismissal of the claims on
the basis that the ECOA did not encompass claims of
disparate impact. The court rejected this argument,
and the case was allowed to continue.51 Before the
Rodriguez court ruled, the parties reached a settlement. Under the settlement, Sallie Mae agreed to pay
$1.8 million in attorney’s fees, stop using a school’s
cohort default rate until at least July 1, 2011, and make
penalty payments to the “United Negro College Fund
and the Hispanic College Fund for the purpose of providing scholarships to students pursuing higher education and for the purpose of credit education.”52
The Rodriguez case makes two key points. First,
it is imperative for a lender or investor to carefully
consider the predictive value of any individual factor when making underwriting decisions. Second,
as lenders and investors defend against the ECOA
claims, the crux of the debate will be whether individual factors are either overbroad or necessary for the
assessment of the risks in the transaction.
Presumably, had Sallie Mae compiled sufficient
data that cohort default rates accurately predicted
the likelihood of repayment, it could have successfully defended the Rodriguez suit. However, like many
ECOA cases, it may have been the case (due to the
settlement, we may never know) that Sallie Mae
employed a broad measure to differentiate students
without the necessary data to defend its selection and
differentiation criteria.

The ECOA Challenges to Education Loan
Underwriting and Student Lending
Given the broad set of predictive factors that student
lenders make available for consideration, it is unsurprising that lenders have been subject to ECOA challenges to loan underwriting and pricing.
A case Sasha Rodriguez filed against Sallie Mae
Corp in the District of Connecticut is instructive.48
In the Rodriguez case, the plaintiff alleged that Sallie
Mae engaged in “systemic discriminatory practices
in the underwriting of private student loans.”49 The
basis of the claim was a facially neutral factor—the
rate at which students at a given university defaulted
on loans—that had a disparate impact on students
attending schools with large minority populations.
In the case, Rodriguez alleged violations of the ECOA
based on claims that:
Sallie Mae foists its loans upon students . . . [and]
works in concert with schools, resulting in the
schools’ funneling students into Sallie Mae underwritten loans.
Sallie Mae considers the federal cohort default
rate (“cohort rate”) of each applicant’s school. The
cohort rate is released yearly and adjusts according
to the percentage of a school’s borrowers who default
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Defending Against ECOA Claims

neutral policy or practice “should be subjected to
scrutiny to see if they are really necessary to meet
legitimate business objectives, namely, accurately
predicting creditworthiness.”57 The Northern District
of Illinois articulated the test as “once the plaintiff has
made the prima facie case, the defendant-lender must
demonstrate that any policy, procedure, or practice
has a manifest relationship to the creditworthiness of
the applicant.”58
The origins of the manifest relationship standard
arise in the original 1976 Federal Reserve Board interpretations of the ECOA.59 The board acknowledged
that using certain information “may deny credit to a
class of persons protected by [ECOA] at a substantially higher rate than persons not of that class” and
determined “in accordance with the Board’s understanding of the Griggs decision, [that] such use may
be a violation of [ECOA] unless the creditor establishes that the information has a manifest relationship to creditworthiness.”60 However, the Federal
Reserve Board cautioned:

Although no other significant reported case involves
the ECOA in the student lending context, ECOA cases
involving consumer lenders are instructive for those
funding education. Several key defenses are available to the lender, including the business necessity
defense and the manifest relationship to creditworthiness defense. Other defenses, beyond the scope of
this article and that are dependent on certain facts
and circumstances, are discussed in Appendix B.
Business Necessity. The ECOA allows a lender to
argue that its policy or practice is due to a “legitimate
business necessity, such as differences in creditworthiness or the cost of servicing loans” and that there
is not “a less discriminatory alternative.”53 Few cases,
however, have been decided based on proof of no
“less discriminatory alternative.”
It should be noted that in a leading FHA case,
the United States Supreme Court concluded that
“an important and appropriate means of ensuring
that disparate-impact liability is properly limited is
to give [defendants] leeway to state and explain the
valid interest served by their policies. . . . Just as an
employer may maintain a workplace requirement that
causes a disparate impact if that requirement is a reasonable measurement of job performance . . . so too
must [defendants] be allowed to maintain a policy if
they can prove it is necessary to achieve a valid interest.”54 Claims of business necessity may be difficult to
sustain given the broad latitude for a plaintiff to articulate a “less discriminatory alternative.”55

As the Board understands it, an applicant might then
be able to show that other information which a creditor could use, with a lesser discriminatory effect,
would serve the creditor’s purpose equally well in
predicting creditworthiness [and] would be evidence
the creditor was employing the information used
merely as a “pretext” for discrimination, e.g., with
the intent of discriminating against applicants on a
prohibited basis.61

The Unique Structure of ISAs

Manifest Relationship to Creditworthiness. Similar to the business necessity defense, certain credit
underwriting criteria that have a disparate impact on
a protected class may, nonetheless, survive an ECOA
charge when the criteria are “legitimately related to
the extension of credit.”56 Other courts have articulated the manifest relationship test differently.
Most beneficial to creditors may be a standard
articulated by the Northern District of Georgia. In
Cherry v. Amoco Oil Co., the court concluded that, on
a plaintiff’s showing of a disparate impact, the facially

In light of the limitations presented by the existing student loan system, many commentators have
suggested a shift to ISAs and similar income-driven
repayment obligations. Student debt is not generally
a problem in and of itself. When the student makes
sufficient income to support the loan obligations,
the loan repayments are manageable and justified.
However, “it becomes a problem when the economic
returns to the program financed by the debt are not
large enough to pay it off.”62
9
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Although federal loans with income-based repayment exist in the educational context and allow a
student to eliminate certain overly burdensome repayment obligations, the ISA industry seeks to “help students avoid bad investments in the first place”63 and
make educated decisions regarding the return the student will receive for the educational investment. As
this new structure of education financing has evolved,
investors are presented with new, uncharted waters
regarding ECOA liability.

equity investments (in which the investor obtains a
distribution right in the person’s future income).
The analysis of ISAs and their legal structure has
been debated in literature.66 However, if a court
determines that ISAs are not loans and are either
purchase agreements or equity investments, the
ECOA may have no application. Legislation could
change this, but the ECOA has been applied only to
lending and not to purchase agreements or equity
investments.

Introduction to ISAs

Evaluating Future Income Potential

An ISA is an alternative to a student loan. Under an
ISA, students agree to pay an affordable percentage
of their income for a set period after graduation in
exchange for funds to help pay for school. Such an
agreement is not a loan; there is no fixed amount the
student must repay or any interest. Thus, a student’s
payments are always affordable, and there is no balance to worry about.64
Unlike a traditional loan that contains an absolute obligation for the borrower to repay the debt,
ISAs tie the investor’s success with the investee’s
future income. Regardless of the structure, ISAs
“possess a critical feature in common: an individual
seeking immediate financing obtains funds by pledging a percentage of her future income to investors
for a certain number of years. ISAs represent a notable departure from traditional forms of individual
lending . . . because they effectively grant the funding provider the upside if earnings are higher than
expected and the downside risk if they are lower.”65
Given the ISA’s nature, the investors now look not
only to the likelihood that an investee will make the
required payments (similar to lenders) but also to
the student’s future income potential (much more
so than lenders).
Courts have not taken up the issue of the legal
treatment of ISAs. Therefore, the legal treatment of
ISAs and, in turn, the ECOA’s applicability has not
been addressed. ISAs could be treated as purchase
transactions (in which a future asset—the person’s
income—is sold to a buyer for a present price) or as

Unlike traditional lenders that focus only on the likelihood that a borrower will repay the loan, plus accrued
interest, AltFinance lenders and ISA investors assess
a student’s future earnings power. The challenge is
more difficult for the ISA investor.
The investor, like the student, bears the risk of the
student completing the course of study and succeeding in the job market. Because the investee remits a
fixed percentage of income for a fixed period of time,
an ISA investor is more interested in the student’s
total future earnings power than a traditional student lender would be. Successful ISA investors need
to accurately predict a student’s future income potential and determine the relative risks associated with
the investment.
Given the focus on future income potential, an
AltFinance lender and ISA investor may be tempted
to consider factors that may be prohibited under the
ECOA for a traditional lender to consider. For example, in a recent review of college graduation predictive
indicators, several factors were determined the most
significant (Table 4).
Although these factors may predict the likelihood
that a given student successfully completes a postsecondary education program, the ISA investor, more
so than the lender,67 must also be concerned with the
student’s potential future earnings. Research on this
topic is not as widespread as college degree attainment. However, summaries of the literature point to
the following:
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Table 4. Predictive Indicators for College Graduation
Predictive Indicators for College Graduation

Odds Ratio*

Parent Educational Attainment: Master’s Degree

10.6

Parental Educational Attainment: Ph.D., M.D.

7.43

Number of Postsecondary Schools to Which Student Applied: Five or More

5.89

High School Has a College Attendance Rate of 75–100 Percent

4.02

High School Program Included Vocational Education

3.95
(Negative Indicator)

Student Took Time Off from School

3.57
(Negative Indicator)

Student Was Married in High School

3.18
(Negative Indicator)

Teacher Rating: “Student usually works hard.”

3.14
3.13
(Negative Indicator)

Student Went to School Part Time
Teacher Rating: “Student will probably go to college.”

3.03

Student Volunteered to Help Other Students

2.93

Number of Postsecondary Schools to Which Student Applied: Two to Four

2.92

Number of Postsecondary Schools Visited with Parents: Five or More

2.89

Student Volunteered with Community Groups

2.57

Hours per Week Spent on Extracurricular Activities: More Than Zero but Less Than Four

2.24
2.22
(Negative Indicator)

Two- to Three-Year Enrollment in Postsecondary School
Number of Postsecondary Schools to Which Student Applied: One

2.18

Participated in Social Clubs (Fraternities or Sororities)

2.17

Student (at Any Point in Career) Took an Advanced Placement Course

2.01

Note: *This number represents the odds ratio of a given factor occurring in the set group compared to those without the characteristic.
An odds ratio of three would mean that it is three times more likely that a student with that factor will complete postsecondary education
compared to a student without that factor. A negative indicator means “less likely.”
Source: Daniel Princiotta et al., “Social Indicators Predicting Postsecondary Success,” ChildTrends, April 1, 2014.

• The largest difference in earnings is seen when a
student obtains a bachelor’s degree.

• The grades earned by students majoring in business, education, science, and math correlate to
higher earnings.

• Choice of major field appears to have the greatest impact on long-term earnings, with fields
in engineering and math showing the greatest
impact.

• The quality or selectivity of the institution has
only a slight effect on earnings. However, students that attend the most highly selective
11
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institutions (top 1–2 percent) improve their
earnings in high-status professions such as
medicine and law.68

indicators of college graduation; however, parental
degree completion tends to favor white children over
African American and Latino children.73 As researchers Benjamin Leff and Heather Hughes note, “the
issue of ‘differential’ or ‘discriminatory’ pricing, [is]
one of the aspects of income-share agreements [that]
is both a feature and a bug.”74

Other studies indicate that grade point average
(GPA), math ability, and choice of major show strong
positive correlations with future earnings.69 Similar
research has shown that engineering and math majors
show the most significant promise of future earnings
potential.70 The choice of institution has some correlation with future earnings, but the prestige of the
school (other than Ivy League universities) had less
effect on earnings than did the student’s predominant
course of study. The nation’s science, math, technology, and Ivy League colleges generally produce the
highest-earning graduates.71
A high school student’s GPA has been linked with
future earnings. In one of the largest studies of its type,
researchers determined that a one-point increase in
high school GPA correlates to an increased annual
earnings in adulthood by approximately 12 percent for
men and 14 percent for women.72 Whether the GPA is
predictive or a positive change in GPA influences the
change in earnings remains to be determined.
As is the case with many of these factors, research
is still ongoing. It is still unclear whether the factor
has a positive effect on earnings or whether the factor is a result of other causes. Nonetheless, the prediction of future earnings remains the lynchpin of the
ISA model. As such, this type of correlative research
provides some of the best indicators of successful
ISA investments.

Is an ISA Subject to the ECOA?
Whether ISA investors are subject to the ECOA
has not been resolved. A “creditor” is defined for
the ECOA’s purposes as “any person who regularly
extends, renews, or continues credit.”75 “Credit” is,
in turn, defined by the ECOA as “the right granted
by a creditor to a debtor to defer payment of debt or
to incur debts and defer its payment or to purchase
property or services and defer payment therefor.”76
Courts nationwide have been split on applying the
ECOA to nontraditional lending transactions.
For example, the Ninth Circuit found that an automotive lease agreement was subject to the ECOA,77
while the Federal Reserve Board and subsequent
other courts have rejected the inclusion of consumer
leases in the ECOA’s definition of “credit.”78 Each situation has been addressed on a case-by-case basis,
with courts finding that an application for cellular
telephone service was a credit transaction subject to
the ECOA, but issuing a bond for performance of a
contractor’s obligations in exchange for payment of a
premium was not subject to the ECOA.79
Although no case has addressed whether an ISA
is a loan or a right to defer payment, courts have
addressed whether certain types of transactions are
deemed loans for purposes of state usury statutes.
For instance, a Florida court examining this issue
found that “earnings on an advance of money that
is placed at speculative risk are typically not subject to Florida’s usury statutes” and such an advance
was not a “loan, expressed or implied.”80 Similarly,
a Texas court opined that “a loan is not usurious
where the promise to pay a sum depends upon a contingency . . . and a contract is not usurious where
the lender is to receive uncertain value, as here, even

The ECOA Risks When ISA Investors
Predict Future Income
Given the factors discussed above, there is a significant risk that evaluating students on these factors
tends to generate disparate impact on protected
classes. Because some of the best predictors of student performance and future income are familial
factors, such factors will disparately affect traditionally underserved communities. For example, a parent obtaining a master’s degree is one of the best
12
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though the probable value is greater than lawful
interest.”81
The North Carolina Court of Appeals similarly
found that the “primary characteristic of a ‘loan’ is
repayment of the principal, or its equivalent. Therefore, a transaction in which the borrower’s repayment
of the principal is subject to a contingency is not considered a ‘loan,’ because the terms of the transaction
do not necessarily require that the borrower repay the
sum lent.”82 California and Pennsylvania both treat
such transactions as loans but do not subject them
to the states’ respective usury laws.83 In light of these
cases, it is unclear whether ISAs, even when properly
structured as either purchase agreements or equity
investments, will be subject to the ECOA.

may be a better avenue for ISA investors involves the
treatment of factoring or purchase style transactions.
“Factoring in modern commercial practice is understood to refer to the purchase of accounts receivable
from a business by a factor who thereby assumes the
risk of loss in return for some agreed discount.”86 As
the prevalence of factoring arrangements increased,
more elaborate factoring models have developed,
including the factoring of future receivables (for
instance, the sale of a future income stream for a present, fixed price).
This model has now trickled down into the consumer market whereby consumers may sell or factor
their future disability payments,87 structured settlements,88 or potential for future litigation recoveries.89 At least two cases recognize that factoring-style
arrangements, whereby an investor buys a future
accounts receivable, are subject to the ECOA.
Although the court did not directly address the ECOA
issue, the Eastern District of Pennsylvania allowed
a case to continue in which a spouse challenged a
lender’s requirement that she co-guarantee a commercial factoring arrangement.90
In another case in which the ECOA issue was
raised, the District of Massachusetts Bankruptcy
Court did not rule that the ECOA was inapplicable to
factoring-style arrangements. Instead, it decided not
to apply the ECOA to a factoring agreement because
the factor was not regularly engaged in making credit
decisions.91 Although not dispositive, these cases may
indicate courts leaning toward applying the ECOA to
structures that are similar to, but not, loans.

The best argument
available to ISA investors
is that an ISA is not a loan.
As the law surrounding the treatment of ISAs
develops, this is likely the first avenue for clarification. The best argument available to ISA investors is
that an ISA is not a loan. Unlike a loan, repaying the
invested amount is not an obligation. Unlike a loan,
the concerns regarding ability to repay are subsumed
into the concept of shared risk. Unlike a loan, the
investor must align its interests with the student—
seeking to maximize earnings while minimizing costs.
For centuries, equity has been treated as a fundamentally different structure from lending. Equity
investors, on one hand, “place their money at the risk
of the business while lenders seek a more reliable
return.”84 Lenders, unlike investors, have a “reasonable expectation of repayment that does not depend
solely on the success of the borrower’s venture.”85
Although the law is still developing, this argument
may hold true for ISAs. For purposes of this analysis,
however, it is assumed that the ECOA will apply.
The reason the equity investment model rationale

AltFinance Lenders’ and ISA Investors’
Defenses to ECOA Claims
If the ECOA applies, the defenses available to AltFinance lenders and ISA investors would be similar to
those available to student lenders. However, because
an ISA investor will be more interested in predicting the future earnings potential of a student than an
AltFinance lender would be, an ISA investor may be
more tempted to consider prohibited factors in setting the ISA’s terms.92 As a result, the applicability
13
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of the business necessity or the manifest relationship to creditworthiness defenses will become more
important.93
Few courts have addressed the issue of business
necessity or manifest relationship to creditworthiness
regarding consumer lending, but significant attention has been paid to business necessity in the analogous situation of employment discrimination. For
purposes of context, remembering that the business
necessity defense applies only to disparate impact
claims is necessary. Disparate treatment claims cannot be justified by business necessity.
In other words, an ISA investor cannot require
a female student to remit a higher portion of her
income because this would be overt discrimination
on the basis of sex. Similarly, disparate treatment with
no nondiscriminatory purpose cannot be justified by
business necessity. An ISA investor cannot require
that all investees be third-generation American citizens because this would discriminate on the basis of
national origin.
To sustain a defense of business necessity, the justification must be manifest and may not be hypothetical or speculative. Factors that may be relevant to the
justification include cost and profitability. But even if
a policy or practice that has a disparate impact on a
prohibited basis can be justified by business necessity,
it may still be found to be in violation if an alternative
policy or practice could serve the same purpose with
less discriminatory effect.94
With this rule in mind, the ISA investor should
focus on specific factors that have been predictive of
future earnings and reasons that other mechanisms
would not serve the same, necessary, and compelling
business purpose.

likelihood to receive degrees and choice of major as
an indicator of highest future earnings.
The following tables compare the statistically best
graduation and future earnings predictors among
various protected classes. This comparison methodology is the first element of an ECOA claim brought
by protected class members who are denied an ISA
or have differential pricing of their ISA. This comparison shows that many highly valuable graduation
and future earnings predictors may present hidden,
non-apparent disparate impact on protected classes.
First, Table 5 compares the best graduation predictor—parents obtaining advanced degrees—indicating
how this factor may disproportionately affect members of protected classes.
Next, Tables 6 and 7 compare the best future
earnings predictor—collegiate major—indicating
how this factor may disproportionately affect members of protected classes. The charts compare the
majors of select racial and gender groups and then
compares these selections to PayScale’s Top 100
majors for future income and Bottom 100 majors for
future income.
The potential for disparate impact against religious
groups also arises when ISA investors underwrite ISAs
by college major. In a 2009 study, researchers with the
National Bureau of Economic Research concluded
that more religious individuals will tend to migrate
to the humanities, social sciences, and education.95
Highly religious individuals seem to prefer education
majors, while less religious students tend to select
biological sciences, physical science, engineering, and
vocational majors.96
Looking at PayScale’s value of the respective
majors, these trends will place more religious individuals into college majors with lower future earnings
potential.97 In light of these data, somewhat unsurprisingly, the Bottom 100 institutions in the nation by
average mid-career pay, included more religious institutions. Of the 100 institutions ranked 934 to 1034, 34
percent were deemed “religious institutions.”98 Comparatively, of the Top 100, only 12 institutions were
deemed “religious institutions.”99
These data indicate that the potential for ECOA
risks is high. It would not be difficult to show that the

Example of Risks
Next, we turn to what research has determined as
the best indicators of undergraduate degree completion and future earnings potential. For purposes
of this analysis, we use what researchers have determined are the best indicators for each variable: parental educational obtainment as an indicator of highest
14
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Table 5. Potential Disparate Impact of Parental Education as Pricing Factor
Protected Class

Majority Group

Minority Group(s)
Black: 8.2%

Race

White: 12.1%

Asian: 21.4%
Hispanic: 4.7%
Evangelical Christian: 7%
Catholic: 10%
Historically Black: 6%

Religion

Jewish: 31%

Christian: 9%

Muslim: 17%
Buddhist: 20%
Hindu: 48%
Unaffiliated: 11%

National Origin

Native Born: 11.9%

Foreign Born: 12.5%

Sex

Male: 12.0%

Female: 12.0%

Marital Status

N/A

N/A

35 to 44 Years: 13.8%

25 to 34 Years: 10.9%

Age

45 to 64 Years: 12.1%
65 and Older: 11.3%

Note: Data are based on percentage of given population that has an advanced degree. For instance, 12.1 percent of whites’ parents
attained an advanced degree.
Sources: Camille Ryan and Kurt Bauman, “Educational Attainment in the United States: 2015,” US Census Bureau, March 2016; and Pew
Research Center, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” May 12, 2015.

best future earnings performance predictors disproportionately impact protected classes of individuals.
Should such a claim be made, the onus will shift to
the ISA investor to defend the claim on the basis that
these factors are the best predictors of future ISA performance (the manifest relationship to ISA performance defense) or that they are necessitated by the
business realities of the ISA relationship (the business
necessity defense).
In either circumstance, the ISA investor’s ability
to compile performance data and compare cohorts
of students will be the single most valuable piece of
information in defending such a claim. ISA providers
would be wise to closely monitor performance-based

data and look for discrepancies in the treatment of
similarly situated individuals.
The challenge for AltFinance lenders may be
greater. Because the AltFinance lender is making a
loan, the business question that must be answered is
the likelihood of repayment. The AltFinance lender is
charged with a multistep struggle to show that these
alternative underwriting factors have a manifest relationship not with future earnings but with the likelihood that students repay their student loan. This may
prove more difficult to show statistically when factors
that courts have found nondiscriminatory (such as
credit reports) are already highly predictive of likelihood of repayment.
15

Table 6. Potential Racial Disparate Impact of College Major as Pricing Factor
Percentage of Races and Ethnicities Obtaining Bachelor Degrees in Most Popular Majors
Asian

Black

(11.8% in Top 100 Majors; 7.2% in Bottom 100
Majors):

(2.3% in Top 100 Majors; 18.2% in Bottom 100
Majors):

• Business Administration (8.2%)

• Business Administration (10.3%)

• Biology (8.2%)

• Psychology (7.2%)

• Nursing (5.7%)

• Nursing (5.8%)

• Psychology (5.5%)

• Criminal Justice/Safety Studies (3.5%)

• Accounting (3.8%)

• Biology (3.3%)

• Economics (3.7%)

• Sociology (3.2%)

• Finance (2.6%)

• Social Work (2.3%)

• Political Science (2.1%)

• Accounting (2.3%)

• Sociology (1.7%)

• Political Science (2.2%)

• Electrical Engineering (1.7%)

• Criminal Justice/Law Enforcement (2.0%)

Hispanic

White

(2.7% in Top 100 Majors; 15.3% in Bottom 100
Majors):

(4.8% in Top 100 Majors; 8.6% in Bottom 100
Majors):

• Business Administration (7.7%)

• Business Administration (6.5%)

• Psychology (7.6%)

• Psychology (6.0%)

• Nursing (4.9%)

• Nursing (5.9%)

• Biology (3.5%)

• Biology (3.5%)

• Sociology (2.9%)

• Accounting (2.8%)

• Criminal Justice/Safety Studies (2.8%)

• English (2.8%)

• Accounting (2.7%)

• Elementary Education (2.6%)

• Political Science (2.6%)

• History (2.4%)

• English (2.2%)

• Political Science (2.3%)

• Multi or Interdisciplinary Studies (2.0%)

• Marketing (2.0%)

Note: The table lists the majors that have the highest proportion of students from a given race and ethnicity. The percentage shows the
percentage of majors of the identified racial group. Majors listed in bold are in Payscale’s Top 100 majors for future incomes; those in italics are in Payscale’s Bottom 100 majors for future incomes. For instance, 8.2 percent of Asians major in business administration.
Source: Peter L. Hinrichs, “Racial and Ethnic Differences in College Major Choice,” Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, March 31, 2015.

Concluding Thoughts

of the reasons, the factors that most correlate with
graduation and future earnings potential tend to disparately affect protected classes of individuals.
The need for ISA investors to have accurate statistical data is never clearer than with ECOA challenges.
In the event that ISA investors face ECOA challenges,

The application of the ECOA to ISAs, like the legal and
regulatory treatment of the ISA model, has not yet been
determined. Should the ECOA apply to ISAs, there is a
significant risk for disparate impact claims. Regardless
16
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Table 7. Potential Sex Disparate Impact of College Major as Pricing Factor
Most Popular Majors by Sex
Female-Dominated Majors:

Male-Dominated Majors:

• Early Childhood Education (97%)
• Medical Assisting Services (96%)

• N
 aval Architecture and Marine Engineering
(97%)

• School Student Counseling (94%)

• Mechanical Engineering (94%)

• C
 ommunication Disorders Science and Services
(94%)

• Military Technologies (93%)

• Library Science (93%)
• Family and Consumer Sciences (93%)

• E
 lectrical and Mechanical Repair and
Technologies (91%)

• Nursing (92%)

• Nuclear Engineering (91%)

• Elementary Education (91%)

• Industrial Production Technologies (91%)

• Nutrition Sciences (89%)

• Mechanical Engineering (90%)

• Special Needs Education (88%)

• Mining and Mineral Engineering (90%)

• Construction Services (92%)

• Electrical Engineering (90%)
Note: The table lists the majors that have the highest proportion of students from a given sex. The percentage shows the percentage of
majors of the identified sex. Majors listed in bold are in Payscale’s Top 100 majors for future income; those in italics are in Payscale’s Bottom 100 majors for future incomes.
Source: Anthony P. Carnevale, Jeff Strohl, and Michelle Melton, “What’s It Worth: The Economic Value of College Majors,” Georgetown
University, Center on Education and the Workforce, 2015.

they will also look to these data to demonstrate the
business necessity of such consideration and that the
challenged factor has a manifest relationship to the
future performance of the student.
Similarly, the focus on alternative underwriting
criteria for AltFinance lenders presents a significant
ECOA risk. Because many of the factors presently considered tend to have disparate impacts on protected
classes of individuals, it is imperative that AltFinance
lenders develop data to substantiate the necessity of
including these factors in underwriting decisions.
AltFinance lenders will also be faced with proving that traditional, nondiscriminatory underwriting
is insufficient for AltFinance student loans and that
these new factors have a manifest relationship to the
likelihood of repayment and, in turn, the pricing of
the student loan.
Proponents argue that one of the greatest benefits of AltFinance and ISA models is the
transparency it provides to students and their families as they consider postsecondary education.

“Advocates for human capital contracts emphasize
information-generating benefits of income-share
financing, as the pricing of individual income-share
agreements would communicate information to students about the [investor]’s assessment of a student’s potential and of the value of the programs or
careers the student is pursuing.”100
At present, there is little value for money analysis
provided in federal lending programs. Rather, these
programs provide funds based on need and do not
differentially price based on factors relative to future
earnings, ability to repay the funds, or likelihood of
graduation. On the other hand, the ISA investor—
tasked with the obligation of predicting the likelihood of future outcomes—may be in a significantly
better position to help students and families understand the value (or lack thereof ) in a given course
of study.
Presumably, students considering ISA funding can
compare their choice of institution, field of study, and
time in school when making informed educational
17
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decisions. Few would argue that this transparency
would harm a given student.
Although the focus of this analysis has been on
potential harm to traditionally underserved communities and protected classes of people, the ISA may
significantly benefit these very groups.101 These traditionally underserved communities may have the
least experience with complex loan products or the
existing knowledge to compare institutions, fields of
study, and value return for educational investments.
The ISA model’s centralizing principle model aligns
the investor’s interests with the student’s.
As tuition prices rise and fewer families can simply pay for college, students are faced with multiple
funding sources. AltFinance and ISAs have the potential to help students quantify the value of their educational investment and lower the risks associated with

postsecondary education. With this transparency
comes the risk of reinforcing the socioeconomic disparities in America today.
While this risk is present in both loans and ISAs,
ISA investors’ careful deployment of ISA capital provides the opportunity for traditionally underserved
communities to have more accurate information
regarding the returns on educational investments.
Perhaps the greatest promise of ISAs is the ability to
help students finance education without themselves
bearing all the risk of the single-largest consumer
investment outside of one’s home.
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Appendix A: Predictive and
Non-Predictive Lending Factors
Category
Institutional
Characteristics

Student
Characteristics

Predictive or
Non-Predictive

Comment

Less-than-two-year,
proprietary, or community colleges

Predictive

“Students who attend less-than-two-year,
proprietary, or community colleges have higher
default rates than their peers at four-year or
more selective institutions.”

Wealth of institution

Predictive

“Greater institutional investment and instructional support is associated with decreased
likelihood of default.”

Predictive

“Researchers have been remarkably consistent
in their conclusions on this point—finding students of color more likely to default than their
Caucasian peers . . . and African-Americans at
the greatest risk of defaulting.”

Predictive

“Nearly all studies that considered the age of
the student—either while enrolled in school
or at the start of the loan repayment period—
concluded that as age increases so does the
likelihood of loan default.”

Non-Predictive

“Several studies . . . found no significant difference in the likelihood of default between men
and women, even after considering women’s
comparatively lower average earnings and
greater repayment problems.”

Number of dependents claimed by
student

Predictive

“The greater the number of dependents
claimed by a student, the greater the likelihood
of loan default.”

Marital status (separated, divorced, or
widowed)

Predictive

“Being separated, divorced, or widowed was
found to increase the probability of defaulting
by more than 7 percent.”

Recipients of financial
support from families/
parents

Predictive

“Students who could count on support from
their families, including parents, were less
likely to default than those who had no family
support.”

Educational obtainment of parent(s)

Predictive

“Students whose parents had higher levels of
formal education were less likely to default than
first-generation college students.”

Income of family

Predictive

“The higher the family income the lower the
likelihood the student will default.”

Lending Factors

Race of student

Increased age of
student

Gender

Socioeconomic
Contexts
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College
Experiences
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Lending Factors

Predictive or
Non-Predictive

Expected postgraduation earnings

Predictive

“As postgraduation or departure earnings
increase, the likelihood of default decreases.”

Likelihood of unemployment

Predictive

“Unemployment . . . increases the likelihood
of default, making success in the job market
critical to repaying student loans.”

Postgraduation debt
burden

Predictive

“As debt burden increases so does the likelihood of default.”

Monthly debt repayment as percentage of
income

Predictive

“If monthly debt burden exceeds 8 percent of
income, the debt is considered unmanageable.
[One study] noted that 11 percent of borrowers
reported unmanageable debt levels . . . with
more than 20 percent of these students eventually defaulting.”

High debt obligation
attributed to graduate
education

Non-Predictive

“Students who incurred high levels of debt by
attending graduate school were actually less
likely on average to default.”

Continuous enrollment at institution

Predictive

“Students who enroll continuously . . . are less
prone to default on average.”

Greater number of
credit hours

Predictive

“Students who . . . enroll in more rather than
fewer credit hours . . . are less prone to default
on average.”

Percentage of
attempted courses
completed

Predictive

“Students who . . . complete their attempted
courses (i.e. do not receive incompletes) . . . are
less prone to default on average.”

Graduation in eight
semesters

Predictive

“Students who . . . graduate within eight
semesters are less prone to default on average.”

Transfer to another
institution (weak correlation)

Predictive

“Findings regarding academic mobility—
reflected in transfer behaviors—and the
likelihood of default in the studies we reviewed
were mixed.”

Means of obtaining
high school degree

Predictive

“Students who dropped out of high school or
earned a GED were more likely to default than
students who had earned a regular diploma.”

Completion of postsecondary program

Predictive

“Completing a postsecondary program is the
strongest single predictor of not defaulting
regardless of institution type.”

Predictive

“Students who had earned sufficient credits to
be classified as seniors were less likely to default
than those who progressed to junior status, and
so on.”

Predictive

“As high school rank, standardized test scores,
and high school GPA increased in the studies
we reviewed, the likelihood of default generally
decreased.”

Completion of academic curriculum

High school performance
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Category

Predictive or
Non-Predictive

Comment

Expected future
earnings

Predictive

“Graduates in fields with lower expected future
earnings had a higher probability of experiencing repayment problems.”

Program of study

Non-Predictive

“The effects of major choice disappeared after
controlling for total debt and postcollege
earnings.”

Predictive

“Grants and scholarships reduced the probability of default.”

Non-Predictive

“The amount of aid, the types and number of
loans, and loan consolidation had no effect on
default.”

Predictive

“Students with high levels of loan debt were
also likely to carry significant credit card debt. .
. . Moreover, students were more likely to prioritize the repayment of credit card debt over that
of student loan debt.”

Predictive

Researchers studying the “effects of loan
counseling or consumer education programs
. . . have found they appear to be related to
lower rates of default.”

Non-Predictive

“Not knowing a loan had to be repaid did not
predict likelihood of loan default.”

Lending Factors

Financial Aid and Recipient of grants
Education Debt
and scholarships
Amount of aid, type
of loans, number of
loans, and loan consolidation
Student
Knowledge and
Attitudes

RUSTIN IV, GRAYSON, AND DEGROOTE

Credit card debt

Credit counseling
Knowledge of loan
repayment obligations

Source: Jacob P. K. Gross et al., “What Matters in Student Loan Default: A Review of the Research Literature,” Journal of Student Financial
Aid 39, no. 1 (2009): 19.
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Appendix B: Other Defenses
Available to AltFinance Lenders
and ISA Investors

O

Statistical Discrepancy. To establish a disparate
impact claim, many plaintiffs will look to statistical
data. A plaintiff “must show that the policy has a significantly greater discriminatory impact on [the protected
class]. The conventional way to do this is to compare
representation of the protected class in the applicant
pool with representation in the group actually accepted
from the pool.” However, the general applicant pool is
not necessarily the same as the general population. The
plaintiff must show the statistical data’s validity.

ther defenses to an ECOA case are available to
the lender but rely on unique sets of facts. For
sake of brevity, they are not discussed in full detail
in this article. However, these other defenses may be
available to AltFinance lenders and ISA investors:
Inability to Qualify for Loan Requested. To state
a claim for violating the ECOA, “a plaintiff must allege
that she was a member of a protected class, that she
was qualified for the loan that she requested, and that
the lender declined the loan and showed a preference
for a non-protected individual.”

Statute of Limitations. Generally, violating the
ECOA will occur on the date that the affected individuals sign their loan documents. The ECOA has
a two-year statute of limitations. This is a short window of time, especially when the effects of such pricing determinations may not be known for some time
after origination. However, a number of courts, following United States Supreme Court precedent in
Havens Realty Corp. v. Coleman, have found that “where
a plaintiff challenges an ongoing discriminatory practice rather than an isolated incident of conduct, and
the practice continues into the limitations period, the
complaint is timely if filed within the statutory period
from the last occurrence of the practice.”

Inability to Identify Particular Policy. A plaintiff
asserting a disparate impact claim must also “identify
a specific policy or practice which the defendant has
used to discriminate and must also demonstrate with
statistical evidence that the practice or policy has an
adverse effect on the protected group.” To overcome
a motion to dismiss, the plaintiff must show a “causal
connection between a facially neutral policy and the
resultant proportion of minority group members in
the population at issue.”
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